Ramen・Udon・Pasta・Soba・Chow mein・Egg noodle・Wonton skin・・・ All

There are lots of achievements for private restaurants, chain restaurants and mass production lines for manufacturing company.
These machines are
what customers were looking for!

you need is TOP NOODLE!!

Performance is TOP!! Quality is TOP!! Usability is TOP!!
We will have been established for 110 years in the year of the 2020 Tokyo Olympic.
As a leading manufacturer of noodle making machine company in Japan, we always have been towing noodle industry
by prominent noodle making skills and high quality machines.
We are sure that we can help our customers to make ideal noodles with our know-how and machines!!

Compact design
&
High performance

Product name
Model
Size (W×D×H)
Capacity
Power
Power consumption
Roller
Conveyor
Slitter blade
Safety cover
Weight

Materials

Small machines for restaurant use

100〜200 servings/hour (Mixer is not included)
TOP NOODLE
TP-1
650×900×1,125㎜
100˜200 servings /hour
Single-phase 100V 50/60Hz(3-phase 200V is available)
640W
SUS304
Belt for foods FAB-5E
SUS303
SUS430
240kg

UL・NSF・CSA certiﬁed
UL・CSA type will be 3-phase 230V and 60Hz.

The world-first multifunctional small machine!
【Roller section】
Capacity: 200~500 servings/hour (100g/serving by fresh)
Power: 3-phase 200V 50/60Hz
Power consumption: 400W Size (W×D×H): 650×765×566 ㎜

【Strong points】
1. Suitable for small restaurant
Space savig by compact design

【Strong points】

【Speciﬁcation of TP-2】

The machine has the most sales performance in our machines.
The machines are succeeding overseas any longer.

【Cutting section】
Capacity: 500 servings/hour (100g/servings by fresh)
Power: 3-phase 200V 50/60Hz
Power consumption: 170W Size (W×D×H): 641×720×556 ㎜

4. Automatic noodle adjusting function
Length adjusting・Weight adjusting

■Weight of Roller and Cutting section (included table): 360kg

2. High quality noodle by simple operation 5. Excellent in safety
Foolproof this machine even by amateur In Japan: PL・PSE certiﬁed
Overseas: UL・NSF・CSA certiﬁed
3. High performance
High production capacity・Power saving

【Mixer section】
Capacity: 6~16kg/times
Power: 3-phase 200V 50/60Hz
Power consumption: 400W Size (W×D×H): 890×455×708 ㎜
■Weight of mixer: 125kg
■Size of whole set (W×D×H): 650×1,100×1,326 ㎜
UL ・ NSF ・ＣＳＡ type will be 3-phase 230V and 60Hz.

Noodle making process

200~500 servings/hour

1. Operation easily
The height of cutting conveyor is 850mm, so a
person in charge can work in a naturally standing posture.
2. Compact design ・ High performance
・ Internally equipped with mixer
・ Compact mass production type ・ Power-saving type
・ Mixing capacity is the best in Japan. (6~16kg/time)
3. Separating roller section and cutting section
It can be operated rolling out and cutting at the same time.
In addition, it can be installed different location.
Efficiency of production improved dramatically by operating the way.

4. Excellent in safety
In Japan: PL ・ PSE certified
Overseas: UL ・ NSF ・ CSA certified
5. Automatic noodle adjusting function
Length adjusting ・ Weight adjusting
6. Adjustable 360 degrees of cutting conveyor direction
Specify specification when you order.
*Powder spraying device will be optional.

【Cutting conveyor direction】
Cutting conveyor direction is
adjustable 360 degrees.
We will make specifications
what customers want!

Noodle making process
Dough sheet forming

Rolling out
dough sheet

Compounding

Mixing by SS

Cutting

Mixing by MN

Dough sheet forming

Compounding

Rolling out dough sheet

Cutting

Production lines for Central kitchen or Noodle factory

High production capacity ・ Power saving ・ Labor saving

Semiautomatic production line
Roles of compounding

Fully automatic production line

1,000 1,500 servings/hour
~

Up to 6,000 servings/hour

Noodles’ texture will be strong, chewy and springy.

PN-25
1.5KW
Dough sheet rack

Continuous rolling & cutting
2.04KW
Powder spraying device

2,000~3,000 servings/hour

Conveyor
25W

40W

DSM
0.75KW

Mixing (Normal・Vacuum)

TP-4 is available to connect to
manufacturing apparatus for various products.

Compounding

Aging by dough sheet

Continuous rolling

Cutting

Wavy
noodles

Soba noodle
Noodle making˜Automatic dividing system

Aging by dough sheet

Continuous rolling and cutting

Liquit concentrate tank⇒Automatic waterer⇒Mixing⇒Aging by dough⇒Compounding⇒Aging by sheet⇒Rolling out & Cutting⇒Cooling⇒Packing
Fully automatic Wonton skin making device

Straight
noodles

Compounding

Noodle making˜
Automatic individual packing system with folding device

【Fully automatic production line for fresh noodles】
Automatic waterer, Dough sheet aging device, Cooling device, Packing devices are optional.

